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ABSTRACT 
A nondifferentiable minimization problem is considered which occurs in linear 
minimax estimation. This problem is solved by replacing the nondifferentiable maxi- 
mal eigenvalue of a real nonnegative definite matrix Q with [tr(Q2p)]‘/2p (p E kl). It 
is shown that any descent algorithm with inexact steplength rule can be used to 
obtain linear minimax estimators for the parameter vector of a parameter-restricted 
linear model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the pioneer study of Kuks and Olman [12], the problem of obtaining 
linear minimax estimators in a parameter-restricted linear model has received 
considerable interest (cf. Lauter [13], Hoffmann [lo], Toutenburg [23], Pilz 
[18, 191, Stahlecker and Trenkler [22], Drygas [4], Gaffke and Heiligers [6], 
and others). For a particular class of prior restrictions to be specified 
subsequently (see Section 6) it can be shown that minimax linear estimation 
leads to the problem of solving the nondifferentiable minimization problem 
f(C) --f min, (I) 
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where 
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and 
O: i 
(3) 
Here A, V, W, and S are known r X r, n X n, n X k, and r X k real matrices, 
respectively, where A is nonnegative definite (n.n.d.), V is positive definite 
(p.d.), the scalar p is assumed to be positive, tr(B) denotes the trace of the 
matrix B, and X,,,(Q(C)) denotes the maximal eigenvalue of the n.n.d. 
matrix Q(C). 
Without loss of generality we may assume V = I. Now let A = K’K be a 
rank factorization of A. Then for each C E Rrx” 
f(C) = ptr(C’AC) + L,,,(Q(C>) 
=ptr((KC)‘KC)+A,,((KCW-KS)‘(KCW-KS)), 
and for each D E R”lX” [m := rank(A)] 
Ptr(D’D)+X,,,((DW-KS)‘(DW-KS)) 
=ptr([K’(KK’))‘D]‘A[K’(KK’))‘D]) 
+X,,,,,([K’(KK’)p’DW-S]‘AIK’(KK’)plDW-S]) 
Hence we may consider only the case A = 1. Furthermore, we assume 
subsequently 
wzo (4) 
and 
szo, (5) 
since otherwise we would obtain the trivial solution C, = 0. 
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Since the first term in (2) is uniformly convex and A,,,,,( Q( . )) is convex, 
the function f is uniformly convex. This implies that the level set 
is compact for each C, E Iw rX”. Hence there exists a solution C, of the 
problem (l), which is unique by the uniform convexity of jY This solution C,, 
however, can only be determined explicitly in special cases (see for instance 
Lauter [13], Hoffmann [lo], Pilz [18], and Gaffke and Heiligers [6]). 
Instead of solving (1) directly by methods for nondifferentiable optimixa- 
tion, we could replace A,,,(Q(C)) by ]]Q(C)P]]l/P, where ]]*I] denotes any 
matrix norm and p E N. Since for any M E !R kxk 
hm IIMPII'/P=~(M), (6) P-m 
where 
u(M) = max{]X]]X is an eigenvalue of M} (7) 
is the spectral radius of M (cf. for instance Horn and Johnson [ll, p. 299]), 
and since Q(C) is n.n.d., it follows that for any C E Iwrx” 
(8) 
In particular, choosing 
[tr( M'M)]"', we obtain 
the differentiable Frobenius norm I] M II F = 
)>m [tr(Q(C)2p)]1'2p= L,,(Q(C)). 
Thus, defining & : Rrx” + R by 
f,(C): =ptr(VC’AC)+ [tr(Q(C)2p)]1’2p, 
we get for any fixed C E Iwrx” 
(9) 
h f,(C) = f(C). 
P-m 
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There exists a (unique) solution C, of the problem 
f,(C) ---* min (12) 
(see Section 4). Moreover, for any C E R”” the inequalities 
&&I - f(C*> Q VP - l)f(C) (13) 
and 
are satisfied (cf. Stahlecker and Lauterbach [21]). Thus, we obtain 
lim CP=C* 
P-+00 
and 
From these observations the following idea can be motivated. For an 
increasing sequence (pi) j c N, where pj E N, solve the auxiliary problem 
f,,(c) --f min 05) 
by some numerical method, where a numerical solution cP,_, may be used as 
a starting point. Does this procedure lead to a reasona le approximation 1D 
for C,? 
Actually (see Theorem 2) we may determine C, and f( C,) up to any 
degree of precision, for which a wide class of methods for unconstrained 
optimization including second-order methods (i.e. quasi-Newton methods) 
can be used to solve the subproblems (15). This generalizes our previous 
results where we considered the steepestdescent algorithm (cf. Stahlecker 
and Lauterbach [21]). As an application, a minimax problem with affine 
linear restrictions, recently investigated by Stahlecker and Trenkler [22] and 
Drygas [4], can be resolved completely. 
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Subsequently we use the following notation: 
[w “,” k = the linear space of real symmetric k x k matrices, 
Iw kx k = the set of all n.n.d. matrices Z E Iw p k, 
g’ = the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix Z, 
Y( a’, V) = the space of linear operators G : @ + V, 
v h[ x] (V 2h [ x]) = the first (second) Frechet derivative of the function h, 
(R, S) := tr(R’S) =the inner product on IWrX”, 
]]R]] := [tr(R’R)] iI2 = the Frobenius norm of the matrix R. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF [tr(Q2P)]1/2p 
We start from the functional 
hp’ i 
Rkj2k -+ IR, 
Q + [tr( Q2P)] “” (16) 
for fixed p E N. First observe that h, has the following properties: 
(9 h, is convex, 
(ii) h, is linear homogeneous, i.e., h,(XQ) = IXlh,(Q) for all X E Iw, and 
(iii) h, is subadditive, i.e., 
Rkxk 
h,(Q + Z) Q h,(Q)+ h,(Z) for all Q, Z E 
9 . 
Statement (i) follows by applying results of Marshall and Olkin [15, pp. 96, 
245]), (ii) is obvious, and (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). Note that (ii) and (iii) 
mean that h, is sublinear. 
We are now interested in formulas for the first and second derivative. 
PROPOSITION 1.
lRk$k\{O}, and 
The functional h, is twice Fr&hetdiffHentiable on 
(i) vh,[Q] E .9(Rkxk,R) i.s given by 
vh,[Q](Z) = @(Q)tr(Q2P-lZ), (17) 
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(ii) V 2h,[Q] E S?(R kxk XIWkxk,lW) is given by 
V2h,[Q](Z1, Z,) = (1- 2p)s~)(Q)tr(Q2p-1Z2)tr(QzpP’Z1) 
i 
2p - 1 
+ sa)(Q)tr C Qi-1Z2Q2pP”P1Z, , 
1 
08) 
i=l 
where s:)(Q) := [tr(Q2p)](‘/2p)P’, i = 1,2. 
Proof. (i): Omitted (see for instance Magnus and Neudecker [14, p. 177 
and p. 183]). 
(ii): Consider the gradient HP of h, defined by vh,[Q](Z)= 
(H,(Q), Z), i.e. 
(19) 
Then v 2h,[Q](Z,, Z,) = tr(vH,[Q](Z,)Z,). Since H,(Q) = 
s~Q)V~~~~(Q), where 
it follows by the product rule (Nashed [16, p. 1651) that 
= (l- 2p)s~)(Q)tr(Q2p-1Z2)Q2p-1 
i 
2p-1 
+$)(Q) c Qi-1Z2Q2p-i-1 
i=l 
Thus, we get 
v2hp[Q](Z1, Z,) = (l- 2p)sr)(Q)tr(Q2p-1Z2)tr(Q2pP1ZI) 
2p-1 
c Qi-1Z2Q2p-i-1Z1 n 
i=l 
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Since h, is convex, the well-known inequalities (see for instance Daniel [2, 
Pa 131) 
h,(Z)-h,(Q)>,vh,[Ql(Z-Q) (20) 
and 
v2hp[Q](Z, Z) a0 (21) 
are satisfied for any Q, Z E lRgk, Q # 0. Moreover, from (17) we obtain for 
Q, Z E IWkpk, Q z 0 
(22) 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(i) Let Q,ZEIW~~ 
h, is isotone on R “,“‘. 
such that Z - Q E R > kxk. Then h,(Z) > h,(Q), i.e., 
(ii) For any Q, Z E Ryk, Q + 0, we have vh,[Q](Z) 6 b(Z). 
(iii) For each Q E Rk,xk \{O} and for each Z E Rkxk 
v2hp[Q](Z, )< (2p - l)[L,,x(Q”)] -“211Zl12~ (23) 
Proof. (i): This is obvious from (20) and (22). 
(ii): Since h, is subadditive, we obtain from (20) 
vh,[Ql(z)+h,(Q)~h,(Q+z) 
G h,(Q) + h,(Z) 
< h,(Q)+tr(Z). 
(iii): By Proposition l(ii) 
zp-1 
+ s:)(Q) c tr(Qi-‘ZQ2P~i~1Z) 
i=l 
2p-1 
<s:‘(Q) c tr(Qi-‘ZQ2Ppi-1Z). 
i=l 
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Using the inequality tr(A’B) Q ((A(( ((B((, we get 
tr(Qi-lzQ2p-i-lz) 6 [tr(Z'Q2(i-1)z)]1/2[tr(z~Q2(2p~i~1)z)]1/2 
< [h,,,(Q2)](i-1)‘2[hma~(Q2)](2p~i-1)’2JJZ/J2 
= CL(Q2)1 p-111zl12. 
Since s$‘(Q) < [h,,,,lX(Q2)](1/2)-p, it follows that 
02hp[Ql(Z,Z)~(2p-1)[X,,,(Q2)] -1’211~l12. n 
Using the representation theorem for h, (cf. Gaffke and Krafft [7, 
P. W), 
where Q E (Wyk, 1/2p + l/q = 1, we may also obtain Proposition Z(i) 
without differentiation. Obviously the maximal eigenvalue of v 2hp[ Q] would 
yield the least upper bound in Proposition 2(iii). However, we will see 
subsequently that the inequality (23) can be used to derive a uniform upper 
bound for the hessian of our original function f,. This will be of interest in 
our study of algorithmic solutions of (12) (see Section 5). 
3. PROPERTIES OF [tr(Q(C)2p)] 1/2P 
Let now Q:W r Xn -+ [w kx k be an arbitrary matrix function satisfying the > 
following assumptions: 
(i) Q is twice Frechetdifferentiable. 
(ii) For each C, Z E (wrx” the matrix v2Q[C](Z, Z) is n.n.d. 
(iii) There exists c > 0 such that for each C, Z E (WrXn 
(iv) There exists d > 0 such that for each C, Z E Iwrx” 
tr(v2Q[C](Z, Z)) 6 dllZl12. (25) 
We will apply the results of Section 2 to the functional gp = h, 0 Q. First 
observe that by assumption (ii) the matrix function Q is convex with respect 
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to the Lijwner ordering on Ryk (for a proof see Lemma 1 of the appendix). 
Since hp is convex and by Proposition 2(i) isotone on rWyk, the following 
proposition is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3. The functional gp is convex on R TXn. 
Let now 
(26) 
By applying the chain rule (cf. Nashed [16, p. 164]), i.e. 
we obtain the first and second Frkhet derivatives of gp = hp 0 Q. 
PROPOSITION 4. The function gp has a first and a second Fkchet 
derivative on RrXn\2, and 
(i) vg,[C] E 9(RrX”,R) is given by 
Vg,[Cl(Z> = s~‘(C)tr(~(C)2p~ivQ[C](Z)), (2% 
(ii> v2g,[c] E _cF(R~~” XIR'~",R) is given by 
i 
2p - 1 
V”g,[Cl(Z,, Z2> = sF)(C)tr C Q(C)i-‘vQ[C](Z2) 
i=l 
xQ(c>“P-i-lvJQIC](Z1) I 
+(I- 2p)s$(C)tr(Q(C)""-'vQ[C](Z,)) 
Xtr(Q(c)2p-1VQ[Cl(Z1)) 
+ s~‘(C)tr(Q(C)2P~1 ~“0Kw,~ z,,), (30) 
where s:)(C) = [tr(Q(C)2P)](1/2p)-i, i = 1,2. 
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Using the results of Section 2, we get a uniform lower and upper bound 
for the hessian of gp. 
PROPOSITION 5. For each C E Rrxn\2 and Z E Rrx” we have 
Nv”g,[C](Z,Z>< [(2p-l)c+d]llZl12. (31) 
Proof. The left-hand side of (31) is obvious from Proposition 3. By (28) 
Proposition 2(iii), and assumption (iii) we get 
v”g,[Cl(ZJ) =v2h,[Q(C)l(\JQ[Cl(Z),vQ[Cl(Z)) 
+vh,[Q(C)l(v2Q[Cl(Z,Z)) 
~(2~-l)[Lax(Q(C))l -‘IlvQ[Cl(z)l12 
+vh,[Q(C)l(v’Q[Cl(Z,Z)) 
~~~~-~~~ll~l12+~~,~Q~~~~(~2Q[~~~~~~~)~ 
Furthermore, by Proposition 2(ii) we have 
vh,[Q(C)](v2Q[Cl(ZT Z>) G tr(v2Q[Cl(Z,Z))2 
and hence by assumption (iv) it follows that 
v2g,[C](Z, Z> Q [(‘h - 1)~ + d] llZl12. 
Let us now consider the particular function 
rxn ~ RkXk 
Q:#&v~s)~(cw-s). 
n 
(32) 
We will see that the assumptions (i)-(iv) are valid for this special function. 
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First, by straightforward application of the product rule (cf. Nashed [16, 
p. 1651) to 
we see that Q is twice Frkhetdifferentiable on Iwrx” and 
(i) vQ[C] E 9([Wrx”,[Wkxk) is given by 
vQ[C](Z)=(ZW)‘(CW-S)+(cW-S)‘zw, (33) 
(ii) v’Q[C] E P([wrx” X[Wrxn,(Wkxk) is given by 
v”Q[C](Z,,Z,)=(Z,W)‘Z,W+(Z,W)‘Z,W. (34) 
Moreover, for each C, Z E Iw”” we have 
v”Q[C](Z,Z) = 2W’Z’ZW, (35) 
which is an n.n.d. matrix. Finally, the inequalities (24) and (25) of assump- 
tions (iii) and (iv) can be seen from 
IlvQ[Cl(Z> II2 = 2tr( [(ZWHCW- S)]“) 
+2tr((CW- S)‘ZW(ZW)‘(CW- S)) 
< 4tr((CW- S)‘ZW(ZW)‘(CW- S)) 
= 4tr((ZW)‘(CW- S)(CW- S)‘ZW) 
< 4h,,((CW-S)(CW-S)‘)tr((ZW)‘ZW) 
= 4h,,(Q(C>)tr((zW>'zW) 
~44X,,,(Q(C))A,,,(WW')IIZI12 (36) 
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and 
tr(V2Q[C](Z, 2)) = 2tr(W’Z’ZW) 
= 2tr(ZWW’Z’) 
G 2~,,,,PW’)IlZl12. (37) 
So actually the function Q defined in (32) satisfies assumptions (i)-(iv). 
REMARK 1. The inequality (31) now reads as follows: 
0~V2g,[C](Z,Z)~2(4p-1)A,~,,(WW’)I(Z/12. (38) 
4. SOLVING THE MINIMAX PROBLEM 
We are now in the position to give some general results for solving the 
optimization problem (12). Note that 
l R rxn-+[W, g’ C -+ ptr(C’C) 
is uniformly convex and twice Frechetdifferentiable on OB”“, and 
(i) vg[C] E S?([Wrx”,(W) is given by 
vg[C](Z) = Qtr(C’Z); 
(39) 
(40) 
(ii) v2g[C] E _P(~R’~, xIW’~“,IW) is given by 
v”g[Cl(Z,, Z2> = 2ptr(W2). (41) 
COROLLARY 1. 
(i) The function fp = g + g, is uniformly convex and twice Frkchetdif- 
ferentiable on Rrxn\2. 
(ii) For each C E Rrx”\2, Z E RrX”, 
~PIIZII~~V~~,[C~(Z z) G [GJ +2(4~ - ~L,,~WIIW. (42) 
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Proof. (i): Obvious. 
(ii): For each 2 E [wrx” we have 
V%[Cl(Z~ z) = %llzl12, 
and thus (42) follows from (43) and (38). 
Now let c” E Iw r xn be the solution of 
(43) 
n 
f(C) = ptr(C’C)+tr(Q(C)) -+ min (44) 
[choose 6= SW’(pI + WW’)-’ (cf. Stahlecker and Trenkler [22, Theorem 
2])]. Define w = j-r(d), and consider the level set 
Yq.d)= (CER’x”~f,(C)ao]. (45) 
PROPOSITION 6. The set WP( w) f~ 2? is empty. 
Proof. Suppose the set ^w,( w) n 3 is nonempty. Then there exists c E S 
satisfying 
m = f,(C) <cd= fl(d) <f(c”). 
Since f is uniformly convex on Iw rX”, we obtain c= c. Hence by the 
first-order condition (cf. Stahlecker and Trenkler [22]) pc= 0, implying 
c = 0, from which by (5) Q(c) = Q( 6) = S # 0 follows, a contradiction. n 
In view of Proposition 6, the first and second Frechet derivatives of f, 
exist on VP(w). Therefore first- and second-order methods for solving the 
auxiliary problems (12) can be used. A general class of procedures will be 
investigated in the next section. 
5. A GLOBALLY CONVERGENT ITERATION PROCEDURE 
For given p E N consider the iteration procedure 
c t+1= c, + YJ,, t=0,1,2 )...) (46) 
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where Co E Wp( w) is given and S, E IRrx” is chosen such that 
The stepsize y1 is 
Warth and Werner 
YtO 
vfp[Gl(st) <o. (47) 
chosen according to the stepsize rule of Goldstein (cf. 
[25, p. 621) i.e., yt satisfies the inequalities 
-P)vf,[C,l(S,) G f,(C, + YA) - &AC,) (48) 
and 
f,wt + YA> - f,w G YtPw$tl(StL (49) 
where 0 < /3 < $. It can be shown that there exists yt satisfying (48) and (49) 
(see Ortega and Rheinboldt [ 17, p. 2571 for the general case). Combining (47) 
and (49), we see that &(C,+ i) < f,(C) for all t E N. Hence C, E ?“,(a) for 
all t EIU. 
Note that by (48) and Lemma 4 of the appendix, 
M, := 2p +2(4p - l)h,,,( WW’). 
For yt > 0 it follows that 
(50) 
-Pvf,[Gl(St) G ~Y’IIS’II’. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 2(i) of the appendix 
f,(C, + Y*S,) -f,(G) 2 Y,vf,[Gl(st)+ ;Yml12~ 
(51) 
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where m := 2p, and hence by (49) (since yt > 0) 
~YtllS,l12 =s (P - l>vfp[c,l(s,). 
Let now 0, be defined by 
e := vf,[Glw 
f II F,(G) II IU ’ 
315 
(52) 
where Fp:lRrxn +lR”” denotes the gradient of f,. Then, using (49) and 
(51)> 
fpW - fp(Ct + YA) 2 - YtPw-p~ctl(st) 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3 of the appendix we derive from (53) 
f,w-f,(G+,) =pe,“[&wt)-&(c,)]~ 
where 
4p%l 
c :=M,. 
P 
Thus 
f,(c,+~)-f,(c,)~(l-cpe;;)[f,(c,)-f,(c,)]~ 
yielding 
(53) 
(54 
f,Wt+A - f,(CP) d (ItI (l-cpe:))[f,(c,)-f,(cP)l. 
i=O 
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Hence it follows by Lemma 3 of the appendix that 
=s i ri (l- Qiq [f,(c,) - f,(c,)l 
i=O 
We may now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the iteration procedure (46). Assume that (47) is 
valid for ull t E N and the stepsize yt satisfies the conditions (48) and (49). 
Furthermore, the Zoutendijk condition C~=OO~ = co is assumed to be satis- 
fied. Then 
lim Ct=CP, (55) 
t-+oo 
and the error estimates 
f,G+J -&AC,) G ( I? (l- c&qf,(C”~ - fP(C,)l 
i=O 
and 
llGt1 - C,ll G ( ri (l-c~e~~~1’2~ll,~c”,ll (57) 
i=O 
are valid. 
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Proof. The convergence of the sequence ( C, ), E N follows easily, since 
fJ (l-c,e:) 
i=O 
1 
< exp - 
i i 
‘p C 'i 
i=O 
and lim, _J: E~=,j9,” = cc. 
By Theorem 1 the iteration procedure (46) yields 
converging to the unique solution C, of (12) for each 
%Qw). We only have to assure that the condition 
f O!=CO 
i=O 
a sequence (C,), E wI 
starting point C, E 
(58) 
is satisfied. 
REMARK 2. It can be shown that the class of iteration procedures 
satisfying (58) contains for instance the steepest-descent method, all restart 
versions of the conjugate-gradient method, the BFGS method, and the 
damped Newton method (see for instance Dennis and Schnabel [3] and 
Ortega and Rheinboldt [17]). 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) Let Cp denote a computed solution of (12). Then for each C E Rrx” 
the error estimates 
Ilep - C*II G ll~p- q+ IlCp - C*II 
and 
f( qJ - f(C*) G f,(qJ - f,&J+ f,(C,) - f(C*) 
“~~~~‘;(~~)((P+(k1/21.-l)f(C) (60) 
are valid. 
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(ii) For given 6, E > 0 there exist epp(s,, epce, such that 
Il~p(S, - C*II <a 
and 
f( Cp(.)) - f(C*) < E. 
Proof. (i): (59) and (60) follow from (13), (14) and Lemma 3 of the 
appendix. 
(ii): Given 6 > 0, first determine p(6) E N such that for some C E (WrXn 
i 
;(k 
l/2 8 
1’2p(8)-1) f(C) < ;, 
and then by Theorem 1 determine Ct,,*, satisfying 
The second inequality follows analogously. n 
Observe that in the proof of Theorem 2(ii) p(6) may be rather large and 
hence (C,), EN converges slowly [see (57)]. However, (57) also depends on 
IIF,(C,)ll. Hence it is reasonable to choose an increasing sequence (pj)j EN, 
where pi E N, and solve 
sequentially to get a good starting point C, E %$(a) at every p-step. 
6. APPLICATION TO LINEAR MINIMAX ESTIMATION 
In this section we will use our results to solve a problem of linear minimax 
estimation. 
Consider a general linear model 
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where y is the ndimensional random vector of observations with expectation 
Xp and covariance matrix V. The n X k regressor matrix X and the n x n 
p.d. covariance matrix V are assumed to be known. Suppose that the 
unknown parameter vector /? belongs to an ellipsoid 
b= (PEIWkJ(p-Po)~T(P-Po)~l} (62) 
and, in addition, satisfies affine linear restrictions of the form 
2’= {/W’3klRfi=r}, (63) 
i.e. p E B’, where 
ca=&n9. (64 
Here T is a known k X k p.d. matrix, &, a known k x 1 vector, R a known 
m x k matrix, and T a known k x 1 vector. From now on we assume that .s? 
is nonempty. 
Let BP be a linear function of j3 to be estimated, where B is a given 
o X k matrix, and let 
9= {dld=B[c+C(y-Xc)], CEWkX”, cERk} (65) 
be a class of affine linear statistics for BP. Finally, consider the weighted 
mean squared error of a d from this class, given by 
R,(d, BP) = E[(d - BP)‘A(d - BP)] 
=tr(VC’AC)+(P-c)‘(CX-Z)‘A(CX-Z)(P--c). (66) 
An estimator d, E 9 is called a minimax inhomogeneous linear estimator 
(MILE) for Z?fi iff d, minimizes 
(67) 
over d E ~2, i.e. iff the function 
tr(VC’AC)+~G~(p-c)‘(CX-Z)‘A(CX-Z)(P-c) (68) 
is minimized over C E R k x” and c E R k. 
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The problem of obtaining a MILE under the prior information p E .%? has 
recently been investigated by Stahlecker and Trenkler [22] and Drygas [5]. 
Previous results on MILE for the case of ellipsoidal constraints can be found 
in Kuks and Olman [ 121, Lauter [13], and Hoffmann [lo]. Starting from the 
case p E a, where Q c R ’ is a symmetric compact set, and developing 
connections to the theory of Bayes-optimal design, recently Pilz [18], Gaffke 
and Heiligers [6], and Gaffke and Mahtar [8] investigated the problem of 
determining linear minimax estimators, where specific attention is also paid 
to the case of ellipsoidal restrictions. 
Following Stahlecker and Trenkler [22], we define 
s=r-BP”, 
t * = s-+s, 
a=l--t&t*, 
P=Z-s+s, 
and 
G=B'AB. 
It can be shown by a symmetry argument that a minimax initial guess for c is 
given by 
c* =&+T-1’2t*. (69) 
From Theorem 1 of Stahlecker and Trenkler [22] we now conclude that a 
MILE d, E 9 may be obtained by minimizing 
tr(VC’GC) +L,,(Q(C>) (76) 
over C E Rkx”. where 
Q(C) = aP?‘-“2(CX - Z)‘G(CX - Z)T-“2P. (71) 
Obviously, this problem is one of the class (1) which we studied in the 
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sections before. Setting 
(72) 
where C, E Rkxn solves the auxiliary problem 
f,(c) -+ min (73) 
for p E N, we get an approximate MILE. Since we know that limp _ to C, = 
C,, where C, E[W~~” 1s a solution of (70) it follows that d, + d * almost 
surely as p -+ co. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA 1. Let Q: Iw TXn + RkyXk be an arbitrary twice Frkhet-differen- 
tiable matrix function. For each C, D E R”” and p E [0, l] we have 
(i.e., Q is convex with respect to the LGwner ordering on IR “,” k, if and only if 
for all C, Z E R TXn one has v’Q[C](Z, Z) E [Wyk. 
Proof. For any y E Rk define f,: Rrx” -+ Iw by f,(C) := ti{yy’Q(C)). 
Observe that Q is convex iff f, is convex for any y E Rk. The statement now 
follows from 
From now on let Y be a Hilbert space and 9 c Y convex. 
DEFINITION 1. A real-valued functional g defined on 9 is said to be 
uniformly convex if there exists S > 0 such that for all x, y E 9 and X E [0, l] 
xg(l)+(l-X)g(Y)-g(hx+(l-h)y)~~h(l-X),*-Y,,2. (74) 
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DEFINITION 2. An operator G: 9 + 9’” is said to be 
(i) uniformly monotone if there exists S > 0 such that for all X, y E 9 
(G(x) -G(Y), x - ~>a 611x- ~11'; (75) 
(ii) monotone if for all X, Y E 9 
(G(x) - G(Y), x - y) a 0. (76) 
In the sequel let 9 c Y be open and convex, g: SS -+ Iw Frbchet-differen- 
tiable, and G : 9 -+ Y the gradient of g. 
In the next lemma we will present some known results on (uniformly) 
convex functionals (see for instance GGpfert [9, p. 171 and p. 1731 and 
Vainberg [24, pp. 51, 1211). 
LEMMA 2. The functional g is 
(i) unifomly convex if and only if there exists 6 > 0 such that for all 
x,YEg 
~l,Y-rl12~g(y)-g(r)-(G(r),y-x!; (77) 
(ii) (uniformly) convex if and only if G is (unifirrnly) monotone. 
If g is uniformly convex on 9, then by Lemma 2(ii) the solution of the 
optimization problem 
cd4 
*Es 
+ min (78) 
is unique. 
LEMMA 3. Let x * E 9 be the unique solution of (78). Then for each 
x E 9 the inequalities 
(791 
are valid. 
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Proof. The first inequality follows by direct application of Lemma 2(i) 
[note that by the definition of x *, (G( x *), x - x *) = vg [ x *I( x - x *) = 01. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 2(i), for each h E Y with r + h E 9 
and hence 
min 
11 E Y’ 
g(r)+ (G(r), h) + ~]]hi2} < hm:ny.g(x + h) = g(x*). (81) 
The left-hand side attains its minimum (cf. Gijpfert [9, p. 1771 and Allwright 
[ 1, p. 3701) for h * = - (l/S)G( r). Thus, 
which proves the second inequality. n 
LEMMA 4. Zf g is twice Fr&hetdifferentiable on 9 and there exists 
M>O such thatforallxE9 andhEY 
then for all x, y E 9 
and 
a(r)-g(y)-(G(y),x-y)~~llr-yl12. (85) 
Proof. Since (83) is satisfied, (84) follows trivially by the mean-value 
theorem for operators (cf. Wouk [26, p. 2651). The proof of (85) follows 
analogously to Gijpfert [9, p. 171 and p. 1731. n 
The authors wish to thank the unknown referees for their critical remurks 
and helpful proposals. 
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